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As I always try to encourage fact finding before we just simply pass on dramatic articles or videos, this
is a very interesting red flag type of evidence, that either way you want to read the article linked below,
it proves by youtube's own admission that youtube is intentionally shutting off certain types of
information to the world.

So this article itself, is outright evidence, that youtube (google) has deemed itself judge and jury over
things that it feels they themselves are expert enough on, to then decide who hears what in our world
now. They are essentially slowly becoming the gods of determining what is righteousness in a heathen
world. So this is evidence for biblical issues I'd like to now take us into here:
The freedom to choose news sources or opinions is biblically supported in a man's free will given him by
YHWH to use his mind in research or discovery ways. It was a common practice to let any man voice his
opinions even in the synagogues, until of course such opinions were found to be held irreversibly
blasphemous against Scripture and not quickly repented of or recanted in that discovery process, where,
if any ideas were stated to be just conjecture, the Scriptures were to be the referee for determining an
individual's opinions as being consistent with Scripture or at least permissable in areas of "the perfect
law of liberty", where most discussions or debates were usually settled in brotherly and dignified ways.
But for a government controlled entity to now admit that they are removing such content (that, without
citing any evidence or proof, may or may not be valid), either way, it is a tell tale sign that something is
not right in our communications systems corporation decision makers. But this is not the ultimate
purpose of my message here today, please bear with me here.
Let me also first be clear that I am not one to advocate the burning or destruction of anybody's property
(like cell towers), but would encourage people to understand two things in these times should they have
strong opinions that do not agree with corporate and communications leadership:
1) On the attached article's situation for example, we can better show our disaprovals of their censorship
and elitist decision making, by simply "coming out of" that system that requires such higher technology.
Money talks, folks. Crude flip phones are still available for telephone calls, which do not require this
higher powered level of microwave frequency bandwidth. The best way to vote for truth is to shut off the
liars. Shut off your televisions. Shut off your radios. Shut off google browsers and youtube channels if
you are not truly looking for or getting the truth there. I myself rely heavily on my old books, especially
the Book that tells me that the "Holy Spirit guides us into all truth" (John 16:13) and the Holy Spirit is
"given to them that obey Him." (Acts 5:32) So when Scripture tells us to "come out from among them", it
is a command that, as all of Father's laws being "good", has multiple "good" reasons that we are to do
this.
2) Irregardless of any specific attack being made on us, be it chemtrails, GMOs, vaccines, etc, and even

with those of us who, like responsible shepherds, are doing our best to filter out the lies for our flocks,
the overall answer/solution is still to purify our lives and come out from all of their voluntary death
machinery in the first place, obediently preaching our Savior's message of salvation (rescue) to all who
will listen as we do so. To just continue in the mainstream tech world and wonder what is giving that
mainstream tech world (beast) it's great power over us at the same time, is like hitting one's self in the
head with a hammer everyday, then crying that we always have headaches.
So please, even though some of us might still be using (what's left of) the net in trying to get to the
bottom of things (and there's nothing wrong with seeking the truth of things, of course), the deeper and
ONLY solution ... is to simply leave their kingdom of doom altogether in the first place, and stop
voluntarily supporting all of the methods whereby they actually gain all of this control over us, which is
why even I myself have been shifting back to trying to more effectively encourage those of you who are
in the greater knowledge of things, to help us do what the Bible and Yeshua Himself commanded us to
do, which is to "go ye out unto all the world preachIng the gospel (good news, not media news) of the
kingdom (government built on love) of YHWH," and physically passing on this message of YHWH's better
system of love with our own presence, voices, and hard copy tracts, books, discs, etc. (But this "crisis" is
hindering parts of that as well, of which I'll get to in a moment.)
As many more refuse to leave the beast's cycle of mind control and fear, then YHWH is going to continue
to allow that beast system to yes, sponge up our own, otherwise biblical minds into that beast's trance
state, doing as it pleases, tempting us as the serpent that it is, with its conveniences, promised
securities, and false protections, until we too, are totally taken in by their various fear controls, rather
than taken in with a much different perspective on life with YHWH's Great Comforter that inspires
brotherly love in its very law system.
These choices are ours, of our own free will. But if we're prematurely promoting unproven or unprovable
fears in today's "communications synagogues"(?) (only helping the talking head fear mongers), rather
than first investigating things for their validity before then more importantly also promoting Father's
lawful solutions of reform, purity, and brotherly love in our own lives (remember, this is a time of
judgment upon us, where these things are our punishment upon us) then we are already to some degree
only following the heathen multitudes down that metaphysical tractor beam to perdition with the rest of
mankind, not realizing our own role in why this is all happening to us to begin with.
So, Its not a matter of HOW they are "doing us in" (as so many are distracted by), but WHY. It is because
we are not reforming our lives, where these thugs and all their scary weaponry are then the offical literal
punishment that is being sent upon us.
The bottom line is to trust our KING of kings enough to get out of the beast control grid and back into the
simpler wholesomeness, peace, and safety of completely trusting In YHWH's total provisions and
protections over us.
Now, not to say that our skepticisms of government god are not unfounded, but again, these things are
to be expected if it is due to a judgment upon us. Example: Was Nebuchadnezzar "being fair"? ...or
"being nice"? ...when he was violently taking the Jews captive? No. So the issues need to be handled
with more discretion in these times, in order that we might also more appropriately be able to share the
true reasons for these plagues of tyranny with all of our loved ones and neighbors as commanded by the
Savior Himself. In fact, I stayed up very late the last few weeks putting puzzle pieces together including
yet another new DVD called "the World's Micro Terrorists", that, just as many others I've released as disc,
will NOT be posted on line, but are as always available for those who are interested, being DVDs that
show some strong evidences, for why the "advertised" (Edward Bernays, hint hint) story is not agreeing

with what many of us feel in our spirits is the actual current crisis. AND... the reason is that these
"government god" decrees to not congregate are giving a lot of already fearful believers the handy
excuse to not obey the command to spread the hope of the governance of YHWH in forms other than
things like censored youtube videos, etc.
Many in Christendom (churchianity) are perhaps broken of spirit enough to be ready for repentant acts
of the heart but are not privy to the deeper truth that they really need to know these days of what true sin
or reforms really are, based on Scripture, due to, not just so many of these beast tactics that hide it from
us, (which is the only reason I am showing evidences that counter the official narrative, to show WHY we
need to get back to the basics and out of the beast legal world), but also and more so, because even
many of the more serious believers are afraid to "speak truth in love" to their neighbors.
So please my friends, let's try and keep our early speculations inside our synagogues as to our opinions
on "HOW" the Nebuchadnezzars of our time are hoping to enslave and kill us, and instead let us shout
from the housetops the much more important reason "WHY" they are being given free license to do this
to us. We are to "watch thou in all things", and "speak truth in love", yes, but we are to even more loudly
preach the governance of YHWH, but only as members of His kingdom in good standing. Brethren, we
have lost our biblical compassion for our fellow man, and so we are justifiably, under "Lex Talionis"
(Latin for "eye for an eye, tooth for a tooth") being given a taste of our own medicine as wilful "joint
oppressors" of one another, using the beast's authority by which we officially do so, which is the worst
kind of idolatry.
In summary, the reasons "HOW" they are whipping us, is not as important to share with others, but
"WHY". And so I again suggest that we all get back to the Scriptural calling of preaching reforms, that
the Father might have mercy on us as individuals and as a nation, and mostly, for our children's sake.
So please read the article below and let me know if any of you would like hard copies of the last two
discs on this subject to watch (and pass out to friends).
Here's the article:
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/05/youtube-to-suppress-content-spreading-coronavirus5g-conspiracy-theory#maincontent
I love you all, and am praying for each and every one of you!
In His truth and patient love for us, yet
may that patience of His prevail,
dwaine

